
THE PUBLIC FORUM
HAVE THE CAKE AND EAT IT,

TOO. Now that a Public Ownership
league has been formed let us hope
it will use its efforts, to see that publicl-

y-owned utilities" tire properly
managed when acquired.

There is considerable opposition to
public ownership, but the most seri-

ous and the easiest to overcome is
from citizens who see its abuses only
and do not understand their causes,
or at leas make no effort to remove
them.

Chicago's municipal enterprises
seem to have been acquired solely
for the purpose of paying the polit-
ical debts of those in power. The
public is to blame for this. It de-

cides to and do something
for its mutual benefit and then
chooses some one todo it for them
who doesn't believe in it or is strong
for rewarding their friends and pun-

ishing their enemies. This is about
the same as making all arrangements
for a trip to Crown Point for your-
self and best girl and then calling in
jour hated rival to spoil it all.

Things socially used should be so-

cially owned and public service
should be the aim of those directing
them. To achieve this the logical
thing to do is to select people to do
it who believe in the principle.
Frank Guynn.

NO CLASSES. Sorry Max Man
clings to caste and sees remedy only
in struggle of classes, which is really
nothing fundamental. It is a libel on
creation to assume groups that are
"destined to fight each other to the
bitter end." Who destined them? I
do not act as agent for any class, nor
do I seem to. Class struggle is as
though two groups of 'slaves should
fight over some minor issue, ignoring
the legal bond that is the source of
their trouble. Just destroy land mo-

nopoly and groups of laborers will
have no quarrel. No small group need
organize and pretend to be The

iljg

Working Class while all "hobos" are
called capitalists. Will Max answer
this: On what just ground does he
condemn a scab for accepting a job
he, Max, has rejected? Why it is
Max's job after he resigns? Will you
consider what Henry George meant
when he said "I am for men"? C. F.
Hunt

VOTING Y MAIL Test or straw
voting, especially by mail, having
proven such a close approximation to
the official ballot in a great number
of instances, it suggests the practica-
bility of substituting voting through
the postoffice for the present com-

plex, expensive and fraud-induci-

system.
Every voter could have his private

registration number on record; postal
cards could carry the vote, numbers
being written thereon instead of the
names of voters, so about the same
privacy which affords the main pre-

text for ballot-bo- x and personal vot-

ing could be maintained. Safeguards
would inevitably be invented to mane
forged tickets even more rare than
check-raisin- g or forged names to
drafts. Banks rely upon signatures
and a few simple means of protecting
against imposition, and were politi-
cians less anxious to cheat there
would be changes in
making fraud impossible. Voting ma-

chines costing millions have aided
ballot-stuffi- and helped grafters
rob public treasuries.

The very simplicity of mailed votes
would arouse the hostility of thieving
politicians. Edison suggested simple
push buttons marked aye and nay,
electrically connected with the clerk's
nesk in legislatures, to swiftly and
visibly count the will of the members,
lights to the right or left showing the
total votes at a glance.

But, it was explained to Edison, po-

liticians would have no chance to
cheat with such an apparatus, so the
scheme failed of adoption.

In time, particularly when the hu- -
iman beasts of Europe and America
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